S E L E C T I O N S

DESIGN IN HARMONY WITH NATURE
It feels good to adorn your home with something you can
call your own. For someone who appreciates finer
design and greater freedom of choice, finding the right
furniture can be demanding. Miotto Selections elements are
customisable; each one is unique and a testament to your
taste.

To match the style and acquire additional space,
the buffets and wall hanging units will provide an extra touch
to your dining room.
To harmonize with the dining room, a coffee table in the
same style can be chosen. The dining and living room
thereby become one coherent and combined space. To fit
everything within a single coherent space the living units of
Miotto selections combine it all – tv unit, vertical element and
shelf.

Miotto Selections furniture is made from the finest materials,
guaranteeing you superb quality. Combined with our Miotto
brand furniture, your home becomes more than just a place
to
live
in;
it
becomes
a
lifestyle
and
a
counterbalance to the hectic and changeable demands of
everyday life.

A lounge is synonymous with comfort, luxury and pleasure, so
combine comfort with class with our assortment of
Miotto Selections lounges. Let your finest hours at home be
worth it. Choose between several models, different materials
and create your own, sophisticated style.

Miotto Selections dining caters to your choices.
Your combination of Miotto Selection bases and tops make
your dining room truly yours. With tables sizes made to your
choosing, you can furnish your dining room no matter the
dimensions.

When combined, the whole Miotto Selections range creates
a balanced and comfortable living space – where you and
your family can feel at home.
Enjoy,
V. Srebrnic
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dining & living
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MIOTTO Selections

Living means taking the time, making the most of

materials await: and all on some 15 wood veneers

way we like it. Living is time with family, friends, it’s

brushed or polished stainless steel bases. Living is

our precious time at home, on our terms, just the
entertaining and relaxing, in both good company
and quietly, in private.

The coffee table is central to any and all of these

Just as the kitchen is the warm and lively heart of

square or a panon natural edge) and mounted

the home, the dining table is the centre – and

on an array of sleek and sculpturesque bases,

sharing and enjoyment. A fine, well-designed

in

centrepiece – of gatherings and nourishment,

table crafted from the finest materials – like oak
and walnut – carefully finished is a point of pride.

It’s the strong, statement piece we build an entire

room around. Best of all many table tops come

bevelled or square, (solid oak tops come with

scenarios, it’s where the drinks stand, reading

in various finishes, atop compelling, angular

completed with TV and entertainment centre

stands together with shelf systems that bring the

look, feel and function together. All in carefully

crafted materials that reflect a taste for simple
elegance and sophistication.

some in brushed or polished stainless steel, others
solid

wood.

Paired

with

a

tasteful,

practical standing buffet or wall unit in a range of
fine wood finishes employing discrete push-pull
cabinet doors creates a design scheme that is

both

elegant

contemporary.

and

highly,

beautifully
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ARCADIO
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ARCADIO
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MIOTTO Selections

The sharp concave polygonal design of Arcadio’s

brushed stainless steel base is suitable for every

dining table base details

coffee table base details

modern home. The base together with the table

top form the letters T and Z.

With its base height of 710 mm and table top

dimensions ranging up to 1200x2400 mm, Arcadio
can hold most of your dining necessities with ease.

Since its bottom dimensions are just 800x550 mm,
the Arcadio dining table offers you more leg room
than most other tables, living you the comfort and

freedom you deserve. Its top is available in
different sizes, ranging up to 2400x1200 mm.

Arcadio is also available as a coffee table, with

base bottom dimensions of 350x300 mm and a

base height of 450 mm. The tops are available in
various sizes, up to 1400x700 mm.

The tops are available in different RAL colours,
solid wood or veneer.
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BALZANI

A strong visual impact and statement piece distinguished by

clean-cut shapes – the Balzani base dining table is capable of adding

intensity to your domestic setting.

The details are made with painstaking care – a special, three-point

design with sophisticated finished edges that ensures unlimited stability
dining table base details

and solidity.

For a simple, yet sturdy base, our Balzani dining table is perfect for

people who need bigger dining tables. Because the base is made out

of two 616x378x715 mm brushed stainless steel parts, the Balzani dining

table top can range up to 5000 mm or more in length, depending on
the type of wood used.

10

MIOTTO Selections

The tops are available in different RAL colours, veneer or solid wood.
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CIPRO
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CIPRO
dining table base details

coffee table base details

The unconventional, yet stylish base is what sets

Cipro is also available as a coffee table, with base

stainless steel legs offer stability from every angle,

dimensions of 1000x495 mm and a base height of

Cipro apart from other tables. Its crossed polished

while still being aesthetically pleasing.

Being narrower than other tables with its base

MIOTTO Selections

450 mm. The tops are available in various sizes, up
to 1400x700 mm.

dimensions of 1300x600 mm and base height of

The top is also available in different RAL colours,

need smaller dining tables. Its top is available in

many different colours available on request.

710 mm, Cipro is also a solution for those who

14

upper dimensions of 450x200 mm, bottom

different sizes, ranging up to 2400x1200 mm.

solid wood or veneer. Optional powder coating in
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MICALI

For a sturdier, yet still elegant dining table, Micali might be
the one for you. With its colourless lacquered metal and
square-shaped holes in the base and indented patterns,
Micali
offers
a
visually
pleasing
aesthetic
experience, fitting both classical and modern settings.

The dining table top can range up to 5000 mm or more in
length, depending on the type of wood used.
The base is made out of two 510x80x710 mm parts. The tops
are available in different RAL colours, veneer or solid wood.
Optional powder coating in many different colours
available on request.

Interior design tip: Match the dining table with the
Micali mirror from the standard Miotto collection – the
same design to ensure a perfect look for your dining room.

dining table base details
80

710

510
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ORSINI
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ORSINI
dining table base details

coffee table base details

Orsini’s V-shaped brushed stainless steel base

offers an elegant look for your dining room.

upper dimensions of 1130x530 mm, bottom

With its upper dimensions of 1300x700 mm, lower

mm. The tops are available in different sizes,

ranging up to 1400x700 mm.

offer extra leg room for your comfort. Its top is

The top is also available in various RAL colours,

available in various sizes, up to 2400x1200 mm.
MIOTTO Selections

dimensions of 700x400 mm and base height of 450

dimensions of 950x500 mm and base height of 710

mm, Orsini’s smaller dimensions at the bottom

20

with a brushed stainless steel base and base

Orsini is also available as an elegant coffee table

solid wood or veneer.
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PRINCIPE
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PRINCIPE

The Principe dining table features an X-shaped

Principe is also available as a coffee table with a

available in brushed or polished stainless steel

dimensions of 1130x500 mm and a base height of

base, which makes it stand out. The base is

dining table base details

coffee table base details

variants.

polished stainless steel. The tops come in different

sizes, ranging up to 1400x700 mm.

bases, but makes up for this in its width. It can

The top is also available in various RAL colours,

base height of 710 mm, it is shorter than other

guests at any time. Its top is available in various
MIOTTO Selections

450 mm. The base is available in brushed or

With its base dimensions of 1280x790 mm and

therefore be used for dining and entertaining

24

brushed or polished stainless steel base and base

sizes, up to 2400x1200 mm.

solid wood or veneer. Optional powder coating in
many different colours available on request.
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ROSETO
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ROSETO

With its unique curved polished stainless steel

1300x700 mm and base height of 710 mm mean

refreshing sight for your dining and living room,

most dining rooms.

base, the Roseto dining and coffee tables are a

while fitting with both modern and classical
dining table base details

coffee table base details

aesthetics. The seemingly complex yet slick base

Just like the dining table, the Roseto coffee table

reflection

1400x700 mm. The top also comes in various RAL

design gives it a modern, but stable look. The
off

the

polished

stainless

immediately grabs your attention.

steel

Roseto dining table tops are available in different

sizes, up to 1200x2400 mm. Based on your

preference, the Roseto dining table comes with

a veneer, solid wood top or in different RAL

28
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that the Roseto dining table is compatible with

colours. Its upper and bottom base dimensions of

tops are available in different sizes, ranging up to
colours, solid wood or veneer. Its upper and

bottom base dimensions are 1136x534 mm and

its base height is 450 mm, making it a perfect
addition to your living room.

Optional powder coating in many different

colours available on request.
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TELINO

If you’re looking for something more grandiose, our Telino dining table might

be for you. The special curved edges will add a special detail to your dining

table.

The dining table top can range up to 5000 mm or more in length,

dining table base details

710

510

30

MIOTTO Selections

80

depending on the type of wood used. Telino is also ideal for dining halls and

larger rooms.

The base is made out of two 510x80x710 mm parts which are available in
colourless, lacquered metal. The tops come in different RAL colours, veneer

or solid wood.

Optional powder coating in many different colours available on

request.
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SolId wood
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MIoTTo Selections

For those who prefer their dining or coffee

a

offer our Miotto selections Solid wood tables –

contains metal screws and 300x300x40 metal

tables to be made completely out of wood, we
base + top made from solid wood.

The solid wood tables are available in oak and

walnut wood types. Made to measure, you have

a completely free choice regarding the size of

your dining or coffee table. All knots and holes are

filled with Sika black resin, giving it a smooth feel.
If you want, you can also replace the Sika filler with

special

metal

filler

for

an

even

more

sophisticated look. Every solid wood dining table

profiles underneath for added strength and

support.

If you’re looking for something different, we offer

solid wood coffee tables as well, also available in

oak and walnut wood types ranging up to

900x900 mm in size and 300 mm in height.

solid wood coffee table
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vEnETTo
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vEnETTo

Every dining (or living) room needs a buffet to
store your belongings. The venetto buffet contains

three large storage areas with an inner shelf. Two

of the three doors open to the right, one opens to
the left. Its doors function with a push-pull system.

The venetto buffet is made out of veneer wood or

in the RAl colour of your choosing, giving it a

MIoTTo Selections

2000x820 mm with a total height of 500 mm.

venetto is available as a hanging wall unit as well. It

also contains three elements with storage areas and

inner shelves, like the buffet. one door opens to the

left

and

two

doors

to

the

right;

like

the

buffet, they function with a push-pull system. The in-

smooth feel. It has an adjustable leg leveller so you

side colour is the same as it is on the outside:

colour is the same as it is on the outside: veneer or

units also come in two sizes, a smaller one of 1500x550

can set its height to your own liking. The inside

a selected RAl colour. The buffet comes in two

36

a total height of 500 mm, and a bigger one of

different sizes, a smaller one of 1500x820 mm with

veneer or a selected RAl colour. The hanging wall
mm

and

a

height

of

400

mm,

and

a

bigger one of 2000x550 mm and a height of 400 mm.
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SoRIAno
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SoRIAno

Every living room needs a good Tv unit so we

unit, its veneer or selected RAl colours are the

perfectly. with either three or four drawers

have a 45-degree door design, giving it an

friendly smoked-grey glass panels, Soriano Grande

finished on all visible sides to allow adjustment

believe that our Soriano Grande Tv unit fits the bill

(depending on the size) with remote-control-

can hold all of your remote-controlled devices.

The drawers inside have the same veneer or

MIoTTo Selections

elegant edge. All Soriano vCTl elements are
when you are installing your unit. The vertical

elements’ base dimensions are 300x300 mm and

selected RAl colour as they have on the outside.

1200 mm in height.

easy grip and an elegant design so it is both

For that extra display space, there are also Soriano

built with a soft-close Blum mechanism so, no mat-

finished on all sides for further protection. The base

Their 45-degree corner edge design allows you an
practical and visually pleasing. Every drawer is

ter how hard you close them, they will always

close gently, making as little noise as possible.

next to our Tv unit, we have vertical wall cabinets

40

same on the inside as on the outside, and its doors

with two inside shelves available. Just like the Tv

shelves. All Soriano shelves are 50 mm thick and
dimensions for Soriano shelves are 1200x300 mm.

To match it with your other selections elements

you can choose veneer or a selected RAl colour

finish.

41

lounge
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lounge is just as the name, the sound suggests:

and firmly on a stainless steel tube base. And

relaxing and enjoying, making our lounge and

modular lounges are highly versatile, can be

is both easy and a pleasure with virtually unlimited

configurations; even transform into beds to

lounge space precisely the way we want it. which
choices and configurations available: many

extended, turned to form different shapes and

accommodate those who end up staying later

different colours of leather in three different

and longer.

colours, and cushions and lounge elements filled

lounge is comfort in the most contemporary of

leather categories,

myriad fabrics and fabric

with foam or soft, natural feathers. Most sit finely

quality, stylish arrangements.
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ColonnA
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ColonnA
46

MIoTTo Selections

looking for modern design with functional

features? with our modular Colonna lounge, your

different

freely-composed three basic elements (finished

removable back cushions, Colonna can transform

design and position choices are endless. The

on all sides) mean you can turn Colonna into

whatever you desire. Seating of any style and size

10
960 x 1080

90
1080 x 1080

40
960 x 960

196
520 x 520

197
750 x 750

*Please note there may be a deviation of +/- 5-7 cm due to filling.

but

also

different

fabric

categories. with its crocodile clip usage and

into a big comfortable bed 2000x2000 mm in size.
The corner element’s dimensions are 1080x1080

seating and cushions filled with foam, springs and

chair element’s dimensions are 960x1080 mm (two

comfortable.

as a modern coffee table; its dimensions are

100% natural feather, every design choice will be

195
440 x 440

colour

– a long 4-seater, an ottoman, a leisure chair, a

corner sofa etc. – the choices are limitless. with the

seat and cushions filled with 100% natural feather

to mention that you can combine not only

The lounge is available in different fabric

categories with many different colour choices, not

mm (three big pillows included) and the armless

pillows included). The ottoman can also be used

960x960 mm. For additional comfort, you can
always get some extra pillows – all pillows are filled
with 100% natural feather.
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ColonnA
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donATo
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donATo
52
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nosag spring support

11 or 13
920 x 1000

10
650 x 1000

101 or 103
1070 x 1000

100
800 x 1000

20
1300 x 1000

The donato lounge is a sofa combining modern

21 or 23
1570 x 1000

271 or 273
1870 x 1000

270
1600 x 1000

90
1120 x 1120

190
500

and classical looks. The curved armrest with its

special swivel detail and contrast stitching and
stressed

edges

give

the

sofa

a

special,

contemporary look (the exception is the stitching
on white-coloured materials – no contrast).

71 or 73
1050 x 1700

80
650 x 800

12
1180 x 1000

22
1840 x 1000

272
2140 x 1000

*Please note there may be a deviation of +/- 5-7 cm due to filling.

on the other hand, the sleek and clean lines of

the tubular base imbue the lounge with a classical

feeling. donato’s nosag spring seating support offers

a truly comfortable experience in your living room.
The sofa is available in either fabric or leather
(different categories with almost unlimited colour
variations). with many design elements, the

options for customising and adapting the donato
lounge to your living space are unlimited.
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donATo
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PETRonIA
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PETRonIA
58
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filled with 100% natural feather

11 or 13
1050 x 1070

Petronia is one of our more prestigious lounges – a

each element comes with an elegant decorative

Petronia is filled with extra soft foam and plenty of

yet straight lines with special details provide this

long-lasting durability and comfort at the same

tubular base is made out of stainless steel.

more foam and feathers for an even more

The sofa is available in either fabric or leather

model for comfort and cosiness. Unlike other sofas,

10
750 x 1070

100
900 x 1070

90
1070 x 1070

100%

natural

feathers,

guaranteeing

you

time. Special attention is paid to the backrest –

comfortable feeling while relaxing.
101 or 103
1200 x 1070

71 or 73
1050 x 1710

80
900 x 750

12
1350 x 1070

*Please note there may be a deviation of +/- 5-7 cm due to filling.

The wide and sophisticated armrests give the sofa

additional elegance. If you need more comfort,

removable cushion for extra serenity. The curved,
sofa with a modern and rich appearance. The

(different categories with almost unlimited colour
variations). with many design elements, the

possibilities for your living space are endless.
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PETRonIA
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ToRREnovA
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ToRREnovA
64
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nosag spring support

Torrenova is a lounge for a great relaxing

yet timeless elegant sofa. Special attention is paid

simplicity and

look. But not at the cost of comfort.

experience and permanent modernity. The

11 or 13
1060 x 1000

21 or 23
1830 x 1000

10
760 x 1000

71 or 73
1050 x 1710

90
950 x 950

190
600

22
2130 x 1000

80
700 x 600

32
2400 x 1000

*Please note there may be a deviation of +/- 5-7 cm due to filling.

starkness of the starkness of its

outline provide this model with a touch of timeless

to the details which give the sofa a final, complete

elegance.

The sofa is available in either fabric or leather

The seating is made out of nosag spring support and

variations to mix and match in total freedom).

for extra support and comfort foam is used – also
on the backrest. The seats and back cushions are

fixed. The strict and powerful lines shape a modern

(different categories with almost unlimited colour
with many design elements, the options for your
living space are limitless.
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ToRREnovA
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our products are made from a wide variety of

Stainless steel does not easily corrode, rust or stain

leather and fabrics. Each material has its own

corrosion and staining, low maintenance and

materials; solid wood, veneer, stainless steel,

with water like ordinary steel does. Its resistance to

properties and advantages.

familiar lustre make it an ideal material for a range

Perhaps the greatest benefit of solid wood is that

stainless steel has proven itself to be one of the

of applications. due to its shine and strength,

the wood is the same all the way through,

best materials for making furniture bases.

authenticity. Solid wood furniture is strong enough

leather brings prestige to any interior with its

can last for centuries.

leather upholstery outlasts other materials - leather

creating an intangible feeling of quality and

to easily satisfy all furniture applications, and it

veneer is produced by either ‘peeling’ the trunk

of a tree or slicing large, rectangular blocks of

wood known as flitches. Compared to wood, one
of the key advantages of using veneer is stability.

Some projects built using wood veneer would not
have been possible to construct using solid

special feel and aroma. when continuously used,
is always in style.

Furniture made using fabric offers you all the

softness you need for a cozy, warm night. The

material can come in various colours and be

easily woven into any shape.

lumber.
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30 and 40 mm thicknesses. And an optional 5%

oak - natural effect lacquer finish

oak - white washed oil finish

soft grain lacquered finish gives the oak table top

inserted swallow - tail

oiled, 40 mm thick, and oak, washed and oiled, in

metal filler

Choose from two solid wood table tops: walnut

Select the panon model for its specially selected

inserted edge piece

beauty that comes with it.

highly durable low maintenance surface.

sika black resin

from a large, mature tree and all the natural life

a deep matt effect and produces a smooth yet

natural edge, or the finely finished square edge,
both bringing their own individual character and

charm. Solid wood is an investment, for life, that is

as timeless as it is contemporary, as distinguished

as it is enduring. Solid.

oak is a heavy, strong, light-coloured hardwood. The
prominent rings and large pores give oak a course texture
and conspicuous grain. For a brighter colour, the wood
goes through a process called whitewashing.
whitewashing is used to brighten the wood without hiding
the grain pattern and using paint. It has a unique
appearance and aesthetic that is versatile.

The use of lacquer can be dated back to ancient history.
lacquer is used to protect the wood from outside hazards
for a longer period of time, while giving it a light shine. Its
finish can range from any sheen level. Given its colourless
properties, our natural, lacquered oak maintains its natural
colour while retaining all the protection.

walnut is strong, hard and durable, without being
excessively heavy. The wood is light to dark chocolate brown
in colour with a straight grain in the trunk. A wavy grain is
present towards the roots, and walnut stumps are often dug
out and used as a source of highly figured veneer. walnut
solids include a wide range of figures, including strips, mottles,
crotches, curls and butts. To keep the surface integrity intact
and waterproof, the wood is finished in colourless oil. The oil
finish keeps the natural scent and look of the wood.
*The images are for illustrative purposes only.

panon edge

MIoTTo Selections

sophistication, a solid piece of wood caringly cut

walnut - colourless oil finish

SolId wood
70

Solid wood carries with it a certain integral
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grain and figure to create sensuous and majestic

elegance,

to live with.

poplar, the luxuriously decorative tropical African

excellent

wear

characteristics: the tall and strong hardwood

ayous, and the lighter, highly workable linden or

10.33 wenge
10.74 teak
88.03 mahogany

10.42 makassar

10.24 palisander
10.67 dark oak

10.16 walnut

basswood.

88.02 natural oak

square, whatever works best for the space and

and

10.75 anigre

veneer table tops can come bevelled or cut

stability

88.04 washed oak natural grain

natural works of art of the furnishings we choose

composed of quality woods known for their

10.01 maple

also make the most of the tree’s natural wood

square cut

Alpilignum is a decorative multilaminar veneer,

bevelled cut

and similar – to which they are laminated. They

10.23 rosewood

MIoTTo Selections

tables, coffee tables, countertops, stands, shelving

– gloss, matt or oiled.

10.60 oak

72

which they are taken and the woods – dining

application, and are available in three fine finishes

88.01 natural walnut

vEnEER

veneers make the most of both the logs from

*The images are for illustrative purposes only.
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STAInlESS STEEl
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Stainless is a bit of technological magic – not new,

but tried and true magic just the same. Stainless –

and shines, projects an unmistakable lustrous

quality and effect. As a base, for tables and

a steel alloy – employs chromium, more than 10%

similar,

oxidation, especially in particularly challenging

chairs and others it brings strength, integrity and

content by mass, to prevent corrosion caused by

environments. Beyond the science it’s simply

it

says

distinguished,

sculpturesque,

contemporary. As tubular frame, for lounges,

durability. Either way, in all ways, stainless is the

beautiful – both brushed or polished. Brushing

impeccable design choice.

strong and silent character, quiet and dignified.

Small reflection's irregularities are due to manual

lends a semi-matt finish appearance, a kind of

whereas polished gleams and reflects, sparkles

fabrication.

*The images are for illustrative purposes only.
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MIoTTo Selections

04 HAMIlTon 02 HEllo
06 HEllUS
12 HoUSTon 10 HEMInGwAY 08 HEnRY

522 GHIACCIo

533 CREMA
521 ETRUSCo 508 ESPRESSo
519 dARK GREY 528 BlUE RoYAl 509 CHERRY

525 GREY

531 PlATInA

534 lIPSTICK

515 YEllow

507 CAMEl

523 BRIE

501 wHITE

Prestige leather category

14 HAnnA

luxury leather furnishings.

vintage leather category

n0042

with age, develop character and sophistication.

03 ElEFEnBEIn 01 HAvAnnA

colours cover a range of highly contemporary

– vintage, prestige and exclusive – in more than 30

05 HEllA

wood (and good wine), only tends to improve

natural grain and material qualities. And, like

07 HARRIS

imported from Germany. Three leather categories

M0032

76

Germany and vintage, 1.3-1.5 mm thickness, also

and respected for its rich and sumptuous feel, its

514 BlACK

lEATHER

As an upholstery material it knows no equal, loved

Exclusive, 1.3-1.5 mm thickness, imported from

11 dUnKElGRAU 09 HElEnA

1.3-1.5 mm thickness, imported from Italy;

Exclusive leather category

lounges, cushions and lounge modules: Prestige,

13 HARdY

versatility and near-endless durability.

forever valued for its strength, beauty, workability,

M0027

Three different leathers are used on Miotto

ME25

leather has been with us since the dawn of time,

*The images are for illustrative purposes only.
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more

satisfying.

and tear strengths, as well as colour fastness to

and make our experience of the covered objects

repellent and non-allergenic.

both light and rubbing wear. They’re also water

M 15
M 38

M 57
M 73
M 99
M 69
M 26
M 02
M 33

M 37
M 79

M 89
M 06
M 56

M 01

Fabric category M

M 63

S 06

S 84
M 14
M 34

S 35

S 38
S 56
M 04

S 64

M 48

S 54

S 44

M 25

S 34

S 04

M 39

S 01

M 84

Fabric category S

M 36

All upholstery fabrics demonstrate excellent tensile

M 24

FABRIC
MIoTTo Selections

comfortable,

appear in a range of material combinations and

characteristics across two different categories;

78

more

M 74

come in many variations, in patterns and colours,

richer,

M 64

Upholstery fabrics are like the fabric of life: they

*The images are for illustrative purposes only.
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Although we have made every effort to display the colours accurately, we cannot guarantee that print or

computer's display accurately reflect the colours of the products. Products may vary slightly from those images.
While great care has been taken to ensure accuracy of pictures and descriptions,
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